
Response to Anonymous Referee #1 

The article amt-2020-230 entitles 'A robust low-level cloud and clutter discrimination method for 

ground-based millimeter-wavelength cloud radar' by Xiaoyu Hu, Jinming Ge, et al., (2020). 

General Comment:  

The research article mainly uses the measurements of groundbased 35-GHz cloud radar. The 

authors propose a clutter or biota discrimination method under the presence of low-level clouds. 

A Multi-dimensional PDF approach effectively has been utilized for Cloud and Clutter 

identification. Further, the obtained PDFs are used to train the AI-/ML-based Bayesian classifier 

for the classification mask generation. The scientific results and conclusions presented in a clear, 

concise, and well-structured way with number and quality of figures/tables, appropriate use of the 

English language. However, one specific primary concern is as below: 

Response: We thank the reviewer very much for his/her positive comments and suggestions on 

this manuscript, which are very helpful for improving the quality of our paper. Our detailed 

responses to the comments are listed below. 

 

Specific Major Concern:  

Authors mainly showcase shallow layer clouds' persistently long presence whose flat horizontal 

cloud base was found using collocated ceilometers based cloud base observation (fig 8-10). 

Moreover, all the presented cloud and clutter discrimination cases have more apparent boundary 

discrimination between clutter and cloud, the meteorological target. Fig. 8 is a broken cumulus 

case, but the cloud base is elevated above 1.5 km, just above the clutter. Please include few shallow 

convective cloud cases surrounded by dense biota/insect clutter and cloud base having biota (near 

similar to authors fig 4, but here cloud is not weak because it possesses strong dBZ values above 

10). The reason for asking it because it is interesting to see the performance of the proposed 

method under a dense clutter crowded the broken cumuli with duration may be less than a few 

minutes (e.g., see referred Luke et al., (2008) & Kalapureddy et al., AMT,(2018) within Fig 13-14 

and A3). 

Response: Thanks for this important comment. We have added another two cases in the 



manuscript following the reviewer’s suggestion. One is shallow convective cloud cases with clutter 

near cloud base in Fig. 1, another is a case of low-level clouds surrounded by dense clutters as 

shown in Fig. 2 below. These two cases show that the method can successfully discriminate most 

shallow convective cloud from dense clutter, although a few cloud droplets are misclassified as 

clutters. We have added the description for these two more cases and marked them as Fig. 11 and 

12 in the revised manuscript. 

 

Figure 1. (Figure 11 in the revised manuscript). Same as Figure 8 in the original manuscript, except from local time 

04:18 to 05:45 on July 20th, 2014. 

Figure 1 shows a case of broken cumulus and shallow convective clouds under stratus. One can 

see a few thin clouds (less than 300 m) below 1.5 km AGL during 04:30 to 05:10 and some broken 

cumulus from 04:30 to 04:50, which are like the case shown in Figure 8 but with lower cloud top 

and base heights (“more deeply buried” in the clutter layer). There may be many insets in the cloud, 

causing the large radar observed LDR, e.g., from 04:30 to 04:40 (greater than −15 dB, Fig. 1b), 

therefore, these range gates are classified as clutter by our algorithm (Fig. 1d). The clouds, where 



are less effected by insects from 04:40 to 04:50 (lower LDR than −15 dB and higher SW than 0.4 

m2/s2), are identified as cloud no doubt. Note that the occurrence of interlaced blocky appearance 

of classification masks around 04:40 (Fig. 1d). There are only little available LDR range gates 

there (Fig. 1b), meaning the classification masks are mostly contributed by the spatial filter (Sect. 

3.4), which causes some misclassification (e.g., from 04:30 to 04:40) because the spatial 

correlation of clouds is reduced since they are largely contaminated by clutter. During 04:55 to 

05:15, a few broken clouds higher away from the clutter layer are successfully identified by the 

algorithm, which is in accordance with the MPL lidar detections, indicating the spatial filter does 

work well when clouds are not adjacent to falsely identified masks. The shallow convective clouds 

after 05:15 are more turbulent (SW greater than 0.6 m2/s2, Fig. 1c) than these broken cumuli, thus 

are effectively identified as cloud even with dense clutter layer below. We believe the identified 

cloud mask below lidar cloud base from 05:15 to 05:30 are drizzle particles because of the virga 

reflectivity during that time (Fig. 1a). 

 

Figure 2. (Figure 12 in the revised manuscript). Same as Figure 8 in the original manuscript, except from local time 

14:15 to 17:00 on August 19th, 2013.  



Figure 2 shows a case of low-level clouds completely surrounded by intense insets. This is the 

most difficult case to discriminate cloud and clutter, because cloud signals are heavily 

contaminated by clutters. Figure. 2d shows that the identified cloud masks correspond well with 

lidar cloud base during 14:15 to 16:00, due to lower LDR (less than −15 dB, Fig. 2b) and higher 

SW (greater than 0.4 m2/s2, Fig. 2c) of the cloud particles. However, the algorithm misses some 

clouds with low SW (around 0.2 m2/s2, Fig. 2c) during 16:00 to 16:40. Note that large amount of 

LDRs are unavailable for this cloud (Fig. 2b) and its structure is loose (Fig. 2a), especially around 

cloud edges where clutter signals are even stronger than cloud. In this circumstance, the algorithm 

can only identify part of the cloud.  

 

For the better flow of the manuscript, immediately after Sec 3.3's Bayesian method, the method's 

functional performance can start directly with Sec. 3.4 by shifting the First Para in Pg.10 suitably 

after ending part of line number 217 (i.e.,'….near-surface in Figure 7c).' 

Response: We have modified this paragraph in Sect. 3.4.  

 

All figures from 7-11 need to modify and extend the height (y-axis) up to 3.6 km as per multi-

dimensional PDFs maximum height discussed with figures (5-6) and the probability of detecting 

height with figure 12e. 

Response: We modified the height scale in Figures 7-11 up to 3.6 km as shown below (Figs. 3-7) 

and can see large blank areas above 3 km, which might reduce the readability for these figures. 

Thus, we believe the original figures are much clear for the details. In addition, the probabilities 

of detection (𝑃𝐷) and false alarm rate (𝑃𝐹𝐴) as a function of height are shown in Fig. 12e. That 

gives info for the reader to see the algorithm’s performance with height. So, we kept the original 

figures unchanged in the revised version. 



 

Figure 3. Original figure 7 in the manuscript (top panel within solid line box), and modified figure with extending y-

axis (bottom panel within dashed line box) 



 

Figure 4. Original figure 8 in the manuscript (left panel), and modified figure with extending y-axis (right panel) 

 

 

Figure 5. Original figure 9 in the manuscript (left panel), and modified figure with extending y-axis (right panel) 

 



 

Figure 6. Original figure 10 in the manuscript (left panel), and modified figure with extending y-axis (right panel) 

 

 

Figure 7. Original figure 11 in the manuscript (left panel), and modified figure with extending y-axis (right panel) 

 

Page 12, Line 53 & Fig.10: How the precipitating drizzle droplets kept as clouds? Is it done 

manually or taken care of through the spatial filter? Because initially stated (at line no. 119), the 

non-cloud meteorological targets need to remove with the low-level atmosphere for the created 



PDFs' better accuracy to characterize cloud from clutters. 

Response: The precipitating drizzle droplets are kept as clouds by the method. Yes, we stated that 

the non-cloud meteorological targets, including precipitation, melting layer and drizzle, are 

removed before creating PDF from the training data. However, note that both precipitation and 

melting layer are merely identified by radar, while drizzle is distinguished from the MPL derived 

cloud base. That means we can identify precipitation and melting layer before the process of 

separating cloud from clutter by using the test data, but cannot classify drizzle only using the 

KAZR observation. Thus, the drizzle is kept as cloud by the method. We think it is acceptable 

because clutter can be removed on which we mainly focused, and preserving drizzle as cloud rather 

than clutter, like Luke et al. (2008) explained. 

 

Minor technical corrections:  

1. Pg2 Line no. 37: modify the sentence '…..of ground-based millimeter-wavelength cloud radars 

(MMCR) being………..'? This inclusion is the prerequisite for the Pg3 Line no. 48, an acronym 

MMCR? 

Response: This has been corrected. 

 

2. Pg6 Ln114: '….the flat cloud boundary around 4.5 …' it is not flat but slant. 

Response: We have changed “flat” to “slat”. 

 

3. Pg7 Ln146 & (Fig 4e): '…..the height of maximum (Z' x V') up to 500 m above (below) the 

peak ….. ' In fact, it is five range gate spacing (of each 30 or 25 m) from the peak (see Fig 4e there 

are 11 dots between two red dots that is spread in 300 m height (3100-2800). Please check it? 

Response: You are right about the depth of the melting layer in the Fig. 4e (11 dots and 300 m). 

Here, by “500 m”, we don’t mean the real depth, but the “maximum” half depth of melting layer 

(top to middle, or middle to bottom), that is a threshold of melting layer in the identification 

algorithm, which was modified from Khanal et al. (2019). The main steps are: 



a. Compute the reflectivity', velocity', |reflectivity'|×|velocity'|, and (|reflectivity'|×|velocity'|)''. 

(The sign of absolute value was missed in the original manuscript and has been added now.) 

b. Find the altitude with maximum |reflectivity'|×|velocity'|, which is the middle of melting layer.  

c. Search for top of melting layer as maximum (|reflectivity'|×|velocity'|)'' up to 500 m above 

middle of melting layer.  

d. Search for bottom of melting layer as maximum (|reflectivity'|×|velocity'|)'' up to 500 m below 

middle of melting layer.  

We have changed some statements in the manuscript. It should be less confusing now. 

 

4. Fig.4: (a) what is the reason not extending the identified black dots bottom and top portion of 

the melting layer before 20:24-20:27 LT (where high LDR at ~3 km with yellow backdrop seen)? 

Response: It is true that there is still undetected melting layer around 20:24-20:27. This is because 

the melting layer identification algorithm only works for precipitation profile. No precipitation is 

detected during that time, so does the melting layer. We tried to develop an independent melting 

layer identification method from precipitation, but that caused some false detections. Since the 

undetected melting layer is quiet few by our manual scanning, we think it is acceptable to get the 

PDF. 

 

5. Fig.4 caption needs to recheck, especially correctness with 2nd line '…..Black dots and gray 

shading area in the left panels…..' unable to locate the gray shading in left panel except with (b) 

due to noise (may be removed by the NER with dBZ). 

Response: The precipitation is the shaded area after 20:27 and below 2.8 km, which may be not 

clear in the original manuscript. We modified the figure as shown below. 



 
Figure 8 Modified Fig 4 in the original manuscript 

 

6. Pg11 Ln225: Please provide clarity on the used '…spatial filter with 'five range bins in vertical' 

do you mean with respect to 'height' and 'five range bins in the horizontal' do you mean 'concerning 

time'?? 

Response: Yes. “Vertical” refers the height and “horizontal” is time. We have change it as “spatial 

filter with five range bins respecting to heigh (150 m) and five range bins concerning time (21.4 

s)”. 

 

7. Pg11 Ln239 end: delete 'is also'. 

Response: This has been corrected. 

 

8. Pg 12 Ln250 & 267: it is confusing to read …lower SW values (below 0.4 m2 s-2) & higher SW 

values (around 0.3 m2 s-2). 

Response: We have changed the “around 0.3 m2/s2” to “around 0.6 m2/s2 in the cumulus from 

18:00 to 20:30” in Line 267. The original “0.3 m2/s2” is calculated from the whole identified cloud. 

However, the SW of cumulus during 18:00-20:30 is obviously higher than that during 20:30-22:00. 

We recalculate the SW during that time, it should be “around 0.6 m2/s2”.  



 

9. Typo with Equation 4 where ',' read as FN'. 

Response: We have deleted the “,”. 

 

10. Pg 13 Ln283: modify sentence for completeness '……small portions of the data that overlaps.' 

Response: This has been corrected. 

 

11. Pg 13 Ln289: I agree with the statement '….less fluctuating with time (Fig. 12d) and ' but not 

for height (Fig.12e) where PD shows significant changes above 2 km, especially in the cold season 

after 3.2 km altitude. 

Response: Yes, we have explained this in the end of the sentence (which is in the next page that 

may be missed). It was “except for 𝑃𝐷 above 3.2 km, where the clutter is extremely rare (fewer 

samples)”. We changed the original number of “3.5 km” to “3.2 km”. 

 

12. Fig. 11 caption should have mentioned reason for missing lidar cloud base. 

Response: The lidar observation was not available that day. However, the different LDR values 

before and after 18:00 help to distinguish cloud from clutter reliably. We have added the expiation 

in the caption.  
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